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Connect made me happy because...
“1) Synchronization with Blackboard has been easy; 2) Support is a quick call or email away; and 3) My students are happy!”

I chose Connect because...
“I wanted my students to be able to utilize an online platform, whether they were in or outside of the classroom. Connect seemed to be the easiest to use among other digital platforms, and I loved the book it was supporting.”

My experience using Connect was...
“WONDERFUL! The platform is speedy, well-designed and intuitive for students and instructors alike. I have multiple options when it comes to what I want to assign my students, and most all of it is auto-graded. I also have access to check on my students’ learning before class; so I can make sure I am lecturing on the most important and challenging pieces of information.”

Connect helped me improve my course by...
“providing me with detailed reports so I could see how my students were doing before we got to milestones in the semester. It also allowed me to flip my class by assigning reading, lectures and application-based assignments for students outside the class. In-class time could then be developed to problem-solving and critical thinking activities.”